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P R O J ECT RO ZANA
BUILDING BETTER UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN ISRAELIS AND PALESTINIANS THROUGH HEALTH
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ou are a child in Gaza. You have a chronic
condition that requires regular medical
review and specific medication. You are
a child in the West Bank and travel regularly to
Jerusalem for live-saving chemotherapy at the
Augusta Victoria Hospital.
At the stroke of a Presidential pen your access to
vitally needed healthcare is jeopardised.
The significant cut in aid to the Palestinian
Authority announced by the Trump administration
in early September has led to immediate and
major cutbacks in the provision of health services
in all the Palestinian hospitals in East Jerusalem
and in the provision of primary healthcare in Gaza.
The justification for the cuts was baffling. All the
hospitals in East Jerusalem are operated by faith
based organisations. Not a single one belongs to
the Palestinian Authority.
story continues page 2

L-R Dr Jamal Rifi AM, Project Rozana Australia Board;
Dr Mushira Aboo Dia; Ron Finkel AM

CHANGING OF THE GUARD: THANKS TO A MAN OF PRINCIPLE
Joe Samara’s retirement from the Project Rozana Australia Board is noted with
sadness. Joe was a founding member and elder statesman of the Board and a
powerful voice for the Palestinian community.
In recent years he made his mark as an international businessman, particularly by
engaging Australian companies with Arab markets, notably Saudi Arabia.
Born in Palestine, he served with the British Army’s Arab Legion from 1953 to 1970,
before retiring as a lieutenant-colonel.
He arrived in Australia in 1972 with his Australian-born wife, Diane.
Joe worked with McDonalds for four years, opening and operating restaurants
throughout Victoria. He then managed the first refugee camp in Bangladesh after the war between India and
Pakistan, before returning to Australia to work with Austrade and the Victorian Department of Innovation to
assist companies access Middle East markets, including Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Jordan, Bahrain, Egypt, the UAE,
Qatar, Lebanon, Oman and Syria.
story continues page 2
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Punishing them punishes their patients.
It does nothing to make a statement to the
Palestinian Authority.

Nour Al-Asmar

WELCOME TO THE BOARD
Replacing Joe Samara, we welcome to
the Project Rozana Australia Board,
Nour Al-Asmar, a proud Palestinian
Australian who lives and works in Canberra.

READ MORE

JOE SAMARA - A MAN OF PRINCIPLE
story continued from page 1

He lived in the region from 1984 to 2004.
Joe’s passion for the needs of marginalised
communities, particularly for vulnerable
children, has been evident throughout his
long and distinguished life. A role with
Project Rozana was a natural extension of
extensive communal work.

Even worse, it fails to recognise the extent to
which these hospitals are exemplars of the vision
of health as a bridge to peace between Israelis and
Palestinians. In each of these venerable institutions
the handprint of Israeli medical excellence is
evident in the number and quality of Palestinian
doctors, nurses, therapists and paramedical staff
who have trained in Israel or have been mentored
by experienced Israelis, Jewish and Arab.
We know that the bedrock on which a successful
civil society is built is access to quality healthcare
for children from birth. With the infrastructure
for health services in the Palestinian Territories,
especially Gaza, now under enormous pressure
due to the funding cuts, the pressure is on the
world community to step up with a combination
of additional sources of funds and innovative ways
of health delivery.
Project Rozana is stepping up. Our organisation
is actively engaged in building the Project Rozana
Health Corps for Gaza – a pool of Arabic speaking,
culturally sensitive volunteer health professionals
willing to commit to working in teams and in
conjunction with established agencies on the
ground in Gaza to assist in the delivery of broadbased primary healthcare.

“Joe was someone I constantly referred
to as we built the Project Rozana family,”

The plan is to draw on the pool of experienced
Arabic speaking doctors, nurses, therapists and
social workers in the region – Egypt, Israel,
Palestine and Jordan and, in coordination with the
relevant authorities, arrange for the teams to work
in Gaza for rolling periods of 2 – 4 weeks.

says Ron Finkel AM, President of Project
Rozana Australia and Chair of Project Rozana
International.

The majority of the volunteers will be drawn from
the significant pool of Israeli Arabs who work in the
Israeli health sector at all levels.

“His experience in the Middle East has
given me important insights into needs
and possibilities in the region that we are
beginning to leverage for the benefit of
Project Rozana. Joe is a man beloved by
many and a true ‘mensch’. I will miss
his wise counsel.”

The Project Rozana Health Corps for Gaza initiative
is a positive and constructive response to an
identified need. It is a partnership of agencies and
individuals that can make a real difference and in
the process build bridges to better understanding
between Palestinians and Israelis through health.

Ron Finkel AM,
Chair Project Rozana International
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AUSRELIEF LEADERS INSPIRED
TO SUPPORT PROJECT ROZANA

Dr Mushira Aboo Dia

SPEAKER’S TOUR OF AUSTRALIA
AN OVERWHELMING SUCCESS
“I am standing here tonight because I believe
that Project Rozana has the vision and the ability
to strengthen the human interaction between
Palestinians and Israelis while striving to build
capacity within the Palestinian Health System.”
The first Project Rozana Speaker’s Tour in
Australia brought together communal and faith
leaders and their supporters in Melbourne
and Sydney.
The highlight of the August event was the
appearance of Dr Mushira Aboo Dia, a
senior Hadassah Hospital obstetrician and
gynaecologist and clinician with the hospital’s
Bat Ami Center for Victims of Sexual Assault.
She also heads Physicians for Human Rights in
Israel (PHR), which brings together Jewish and
Palestinian Israeli health professionals who work
in under-resourced Palestinian communities
through their mobile clinics project.
The purpose of her visit was to build awareness
to the importance of Project Rozana in Israel,
East Jerusalem, Gaza and the West Bank.
READ MORE

COMMUNITY SUPPORT
FOR PROJECTS
Exciting outcomes from the breakfast
organized for Dr Mushira Aboo Dia by
Board Director Dr Jamal Rifi with Sydney
Arab community dignitaries and leaders.
Organisations and individuals have
pledged their support for specific Project
Rozana programs.

AusRelief directors Wally Ayad, Danny Mikati and Tom
Zreika have indicated their keen interest in working
with Project Rozana to benefit the health situation for
Palestinians, particularly given the dire situation in Gaza.
AusRelief is dedicated to projects to help alleviate
poverty, sickness and under development through
short and long-term self-sustainability solutions.
Our discussions highlighted the commitment of
both organisations to engage Australians of all
backgrounds to work together to build bridges
and make a difference.

SUPPORTING THE ACRE ARAB
WOMEN’S ASSOCIATION (AAWA)

Maha Abdo

Maha Abdo and members of the Muslim
Women Association, Sydney with Dr
Mushira Aboo Dia and Project Rozana’s
Exec Director, Ruth Rosen (left).

Maha Abdo CEO of the Muslim Women Association
in Sydney felt a strong connection with the Acre
Arab Women’s Organisation, in particular their
“Hope Care and Good Deed” project through
which volunteers visit hospitals and sick Palestinian
children and their companions on a monthly basis,
bringing joy to the kids through toys and games,
and warm support to the caregivers through
conversation, food, fruit, coffee and clothes.

AAWA volunteers supporting caregivers and children
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CAR WASH SHINES BRIGHTLY FOR PROJECT ROZANA
Palestinian familiy supported
by Road to Recovery

Fine Shine Car Wash in the Sydney suburb of
Zetland has offered to organise a crowdfunding
event to support the work of Project Rozana.
Emaid Dib, owner of Fine Shine Car
Wash and detailing in Sydney, was
a participant in the recent Speaker’s
Tour of Australia. Acknowledging
the important work of Project
Rozana, Mr Dib offered to organise
a crowdfunding event to raise
money to support Palestinian volunteer drivers in
the West Bank.
In 2017, Project Rozana provided funds to Road to
Recovery to employ a full-time coordinator in the
West Bank. One of his roles is to encourage more
Palestinians to volunteer their time to transport
critically and chronically-ill Palestinians from their
homes to the border crossings with Israel for
treatment in Israeli hospitals.
Currently, there are more than 1,000 volunteers in
Israel who transfer Palestinian patients and a family
member or carer from the crossings to
an Israeli hospital, but only a handful of drivers
in the West Bank who can get them to
the crossings.
President of Project Rozana Australia, Ron Finkel
AM, paid tribute to Emaid for his generosity. He
said that increasing the volunteer cohort in the
West Bank was vital as it would mean that more
Palestinians of limited means could reach Israeli
hospitals for life-saving treatment.

“Covering the drivers’ petrol and related costs is very
important, as this has proven to be an effective way
to encourage more drivers in Israel,” Mr Finkel said.
“Many Palestinian families cannot afford the taxi fare
to and from the crossings, which can have a severe
impact on their wellbeing.
“Israeli healthcare is a welcoming place for
Palestinians and it is in our collective interest to
encourage that.”

Road to Recovery’s Yuval Roth (R) driving Palestinian child and parents
to Israeli hospital for treatment.
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PROJECT ROZANA ISRAEL:
SHOWCASING PROJECT ROZANA
TO ITALY

PROJECT ROZANA USA & CANADA
SPEAKERS’ TOUR NOV 2018
The speakers will focus on their cooperative
work which is saving lives, developing Palestinian
healthcare capacity, and building bridges to peace.

(L-R) Dr Khadra Salami and Ronit Zimmer presenting at AperiKucha

What a terrific Speakers’ Tour is about to take place
across a number of US and Canadian cities with Dr
Akram Amro, PhD, General Manager of Green Land
Society for Health Development, headquartered
in Hebron; Physician, Dr Sagit Arbel-Alon, Deputy
Director of the Reut Rehabilitation Medical Center in
Tel Aviv, and Kenneth Bob, Chair, Project Rozana USA
In a moderated discussion, Ken Bob will introduce the
work of Project Rozana as a multi-faith, international
organization that builds bridges of understanding
between Israelis and Palestinians through healthcare
and the key initiatives to support Palestinian children
and their families with transport to appointments
at Israeli hospitals for specialised treatments and
the training programs that place Palestinian health
professionals within Israeli medical institutions to
enhance their ability to serve their local communities.

Dr Khadra Salami
(right) and colleague
at Augusta Victoria
Hospital

Dalia Bassa (centre), the
Civil Administration’s
health coordinator at
the Coordination of
Government Activities
in the Territories
(COGAT), together
with a doctor treating
a young Palestinian
patient.

THE SPEAKERS

L-R: Dr Akram Amro, Dr Sagit Arbel-Alon, Kenneth Bob

VIEW EVENTS IN THE USA HERE
VIEW EVENTS IN CANADA HERE

Project Rozana was one of five presentations at the
AperiKucha event held in Tel Aviv and organised by
the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Italian
Embassy in Tel Aviv at the end of October. PR Israel’s
Ronit Zimmer and Dr Khadra Salami of Augusta
Victoria Hospital presented “Medicine as a Bridge
to Peace”, highlighting in their wonderful slideshow
how every minute of every day, Israelis
and Palestinians engage through health.

VIEW THE PRESENTATION HERE
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PROJECT ROZANA AT THE PARLIAMENT OF WORLD RELIGIONS - CANADA
PR Canada participated in the Parliament of World Religions held in Toronto in early November.
Speaking about compassion and healing especially in areas of conflict,
PR Canada Board Director Rev Canon Laurette Glasgow led the team in
setting the scene for harmonious engagement, followed by former
Canadian diplomat and PR Canada Board Director Jon Allen,
noting the Palestinian isolation and the turmoil economically
and politically in Israel and Palestine, leading into Ron Finkel’s
presentation of the work being undertaken by Project Rozana
to build bridges of understanding and helping
to fill the health gaps in the Palestinian medical
system through mobilizing professionals
and volunteers on both sides.

VIEW THE PRESENTATION HERE
(L-R) Rev Canon Laurette Glasgow, Jon Allen, Ron Finkel AM

LEARNING BY DOING – PROJECT ROZANA EXPERIENCE
Visiting Israel and meeting Project Rozana
organisations was indeed an exciting and
humbling experience.
Seeing first-hand the dedication and commitment of
Eli and Yuval with Road to Recovery, Khadra Salami
at Augusta Victoria Hospital, Peter Khoury and Dr
Ahmad Maali at St John Eye Hospital, Dr Akram Amro
from Green Land and, of course visiting Hadassah
Hospital and seeing the people behind the stories –
what an experience.
Another highlight, arranged through Dr Mushira Aboo
Dia’s work with Physicians for Human Rights-Israel
(PHR-I), was to accompany their doctors, nurses and
volunteer translators on the monthly women’s only
mobile medical clinic session in a West-Bank village.
What amazing organisation by coordinator, Saleh,
arranging to meet the Israeli contingent of Israeli
women health professionals and students, Jewish
and Arab volunteers from Haifa, Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem at a meeting point near Modi’in. These
people, all dedicated to ensuring that the Palestinian
West Bank villages receive the same excellent health
care as what is available in Israel, travelled together
on a bus, taking with them medication and a mobile
pharmacy, all basic necessary equipment as well as
their skills and experience to greet the very receptive
women of the village.

The Mayor of the village and his community helpers
were warm and welcoming – the key to the school
where the mobile clinic was due to be held had
inadvertently gone with one of the villagers out for
the olive harvest – sorting out for us to go to another
school to set up. We had a welcome briefing in the
village town hall then finally got to another school
and the doctors and nurses set themselves up
in the classrooms. The pharmacy was set up in the
school library…The photos speak for themselves,
the friendship, warmth, help, positive interaction.
Ruth Ramone Rosen
Executive Director

Saleh, PHR Coordinator picking up doctors
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LEARNING BY DOING
A Day in the Life of Physicians for Human
Rights. PHR is a collective of Israeli and
Palestinian health professionals who
volunteer their time to support in-need
communities in the West Bank.
A Sharing lunch

M

N

O

B Outside Mayoral offices in the village
C Mayor welcoming doctors
D 	Palestinian Israeli Medical intern doing
examination
E Doctor taking blood pressure
F	Local Council Coordinator for women’s
health matters
G 	Doctor and translator getting
background information
H 	Israeli doctor and volunteer Israeli-Palestinian
Medical student acting as translator
J 	Israeli doctors chatting to young local
volunteers
K 	92-year old patient with her 55-year old
daughter getting to know each other
L Enjoyable medical examination
M Nurse taking a blood test
N Meeting and greeting the next patient

R

O 	Children come with their mothers
to look and learn
P Waiting in line to be served
Q Scripts being filled
R 	Basic medications brought in the
mobile pharmacy
S 	Saleh and volunteers in the mobile
pharmacy helping to fill the need for
ongoing basic medication
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